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Scott: John Wheelwright and His Poetry

Winfield Townley Scott

JOHN WHEELWRIGHT
AND HIS POETRY

To stand amid his Where and Whence
With verse in never.ending bout,
To figure some unworldly sense
And keep the melodic nonsense out . ..
-Robert Fitzgerald: "Portrait I" U.B.W.)
How shall we see the right form
in which to lay these limbs,
in which to compose our memories
and know the man from this body . .. ,
-Frank Merchant: "Elegy" (for J.B.W.)

J

was born in Milton,
Massachusetts, on September 9, 1897, the son of Edmund
~farch and Elizabeth Boott Wheelwright. His family on
~oth sides were blue-blood New Englanders. He attended Fay
School at Southboro, St. George's at Newport, and Harvard.
Latet as a special student he went to the M. I. T. School of Archi·
tecture. (His father had been the last city architect of Boston.) In
his young years Wheelwright traveled a good deal, especially in
Europe. He never married. Most of his life he lived with his
mother at 415 Beacon ~treet. Early on the morning'of September
15, 1940, he was struck down and killed by a drunken driver at
the.intersection of Beacon Street and Massachusetts Avenue. He
is buried at Newburyport.
...
Between 1930 and 1940 Wheelwright published three volumes
of poetry-Rock and Shell, Mirrors qf Venus, and Political SelfPortrait. The final book listed another title as "forthcoming" and
three more "in preparation." The year after his death there apOHN
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peared a slim but excellent Selected Poems edited by R. P. Blackmur. At that time "a complete edition" of Whgelwright's poetry
was promised, but it has never materialized. Since his poetry is
unique and valuable, this is a regrettable publishing defection.
He was himself-by the way, but first of all-a unique and valuable person.
~
John Wheelwright was the only American poet who looked as
though he might be a member of the Sitwell family. I would say
he was about six feet tall. He was slender, long-fingered, nervous
in movement; the hair a darkening blond receding from a high
forehead; large nose and mouth but small, light-eolored eyes
which gave his othenvise impressive face an embarrassed attentiveness, shy or sly. "Cat-eyed, slit-eyed," Robert Fitzgerald wrote
of him. His grin, his quick habit of blushing, were rather silly and
endearing. He could be stern and snappish, like a righteous
schoolmarm, the definitive chin setting hard. But he was often
amused because basically he was serious, and I recall him as bubbling, gay, easily excited; he would go off in a rapture ofwhinnying giggle, talking right along through it. He spoke the struckpie-tin, unresonant nasalities of Boston's upper class. Everybody
called him Jack.
The poet and critic S. Foster Damon, who became Wheelwright's brother-in-law, first encountered him at bayonet drill for
Harvard undergraduates during World War I. Damon was the
instructor. After regarding the Wheelwright method with a bayonet, Damon said "Well, you'll be killed right away." But Wheelright was spared army service, and vice versa..
His class at Harvard was 1920, but he failed to graduate. In
Exile's Rett/ffn Malcolm Cowley says that Wheelwright "was the
only student ever expelled from Harvard for: misspelling a word.
The word was 'nausea' and he shouldn't haye used it when he was
in a fix already. After a series of minor misdeeds Jack had been
put on probation for simply forgetting to take the final examination in one of his courses. Students on probation had to attend
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all their classes or offer an excuse that was convincing to the dean,
who was hard to convince. Jack missed a class and then appeared
in the dean's office with his excuse in writing: 'I was absent yesterday from English 14'-or whatever the course was- 'because 1
had acute nawia after seeing the moving picture, Broken Blossoms.' ".
My version of the story is that he saw a Mary Pickford movie
and he spelled nausea "gnorshor," a reasonable deduction from
Boston pronunciation. And 1 believe 1 got my version from
Wheelwright or from someone in his presence; but 1 have found
Malcolm Cowley, like that dean, hard to convince-he says it is
exfoliation of legend.
Wheelwright may yet become generally legendary. He was, as
1 have said, unique. He could be exasperating, charming, rude,
kind. He roused people to fury and also he inspired deep affection. He was "well-born" enough to take the fact for granted; perhaps he liked it; in any case it gave him a substantial stand from
which to assail the capitalist system. He was a rebel. He was a devout Episcopalian and also he was an active member of the Socialist Workers Party. He was a proletarian poet on Beacon Street.
He was an aristocrat and a radical artist. These seeming contradictions were certainly not in his mind contradictions at all; the
very core of his poetry is a hard consistency of social-politicalreligious beliefs. The gestures of his life might baHle or enrage
others; to Wheelwright all were sweetly reasonable conduct. He
was, simply, not like anybody else; but he did have a regional,
identifying characteristic-he was an old-fashioned New England
individualist overbred to eccentricity.
Of course he had in him elements of deliberate impishness.
The Harvard letter shows that. He was not unsel£conscious. The
I

• Cf: "She 1emembered so well seeing with him 'Broken B1osSo~s' with Richard
Barthelmess as a young Chinaman and Lillian Guh as a cockney child. It was
a revelation in what photography could do and pantomime convey. As the sordid
yet spiritual story unfolded itself in the menacing shadows of a Limehouse night.
Susan began to cry and held tighter to Timothy's hand." Etc. Half a Loaf, by Grace
Hegger Lewis. (Timothy is Sinclair Lewis.)
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excuse to the dean also shows'an exactitude for truth from which
I think Wheelwright seldom departed. Also, the letter was ineffectual; and that too is a symbol though perhaps not, beyond his
mortal years, the dominant one.
His mind had to an extreme a literal quality. For example,
take the occasion when he insulted Amy Lowell. At a reading
and discussion she conducted before the Harvard Poetry Society,
Wheelwright, aged 19, asked "How do you write, Miss Lowell,
when you have nothing to say?"· Years afterward he delighted to
tell or hear anyone else tell that story, and he used it in one of his
most ingratiating poems; but the point was he hadn't the slightest
intention of insulting Miss Lowell. He was inquiring for information. He wanted to know how one might write poetry out of
mere impulse. Incidentally, he never discovered.
Or there was the fur coat episode. He sported a luxuriant raccoon coat. I can see him now, tossing it to a corner of the floor
with that carelessness only the well-born can manage. One bitter
day in Boston he appeared with it-and spats-in a Socialist parade. Someone afterward remonstrated with him on the grounds
of what was suitable wear for revolutionary-protest appearances.
"But," he replied, "I had to keep warm."
He told me he planned to give up coffee for Lent, to drink t¢3
at breakfast. A proper expiation for an ardent high churchman.
At the same time he confessed to a perfectly factual worry: would
tea in the morning be as effectual as coffee in moving the bowels?
That evening in the early 1930'S when, for all I know, I first
met him-at a literary gathering in Stewart Mitchell's Cambridge
apartment-Wheelwright was on his knees begging forgiveness
of Robert Hillyer, who temporarily refused to speak a civil word
to him. Wheelwright's offense was again (I think) a literal-minded inadvertency. He had recently clipped things he wanted to
save from a pile of back numbers of magazines; thoughtful
• "What do you do when you want to write a poem and haven't anything to write
about?" is the less offensive version given in Amy Lowell, by S. Foster Damon. My
quotation is from Wheelwright's poem about Miss Lowell, "Dinner Can:'
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amidst his labors he had clipped some Hillyer poems and mailed
them to Hillyer with a friendly note: "Perhaps these will be of
some use to yOU."
I am reminded that Wheelwright designed Hillyer's country
house in Pomfret, Connecticut. He was a great student of architecture (and was writing a book in that field at the time of his
death) but I think he practiced architecture very little; in fact he
'may not ever have been a licensed architect. In any case the Hillyer house had charm, for without really being large it gave a sense
of comfortable spaciousness. Perhaps my recollection that it was
not the architect but the carpenters' who thought to put in stairs
to the second story is one of those trite canards. His poetry is architectural in its thoughtful building line by line, in its utter adherence to the principle that form follows function. There too
Wheelwright would sometimes omit the stairs, and whenever
friends reminded him he hastened off to put in the neglected
main point: he was very sweet and humble about that sort of
thing.
In the 1930's he had little money. The family financial status
though still existent had obviously sunk. His clothes were good,
but usually worn and slightly old-fashioned. One economy he
labored for a spell was unnecessary but he enjoyed it: he devised
what I termed swill soup-he would scrape almost every kind of
leftover except coffee grounds into a perpetually simmering pot.
I suppose what fortune remained was in his mother's hands: a
cane-thumping, sibilant, deaf and terrifying dowager who glared
as though to exterminate a world she'd never made. Her tolerance of her younger son's poetic and political activities was rumored to be unnotrceable. Yet she was rather wonderful, like all
vigorous anachronisms.
They lived in a typical tall and narrow brick .house, steps and
windows front ami back and houses built wall-to-wall on either
side. A dark, elegant house. I remember a fountain. I remember
a purring fireplace of a winter's morning in the room where Jack
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would get to his writing after bfeakfast. All was luxurious, solidseeming, safe-looking inside 415 Beacon Street. I remember tOO
how startled I was by the severity of the bawlingout he gave the
servants over my luggage having been put in the wrong room. I
hadn't known that anybody, let alone Socialists, spoke like that
to other people.
Well, he had a quick waspishness when he wanted. And like
many sensitive, introverted types he could be hurtfully insensitive to others, if only momeptarily. One instance involved myself.
He invited me to Boston to take part in a shortwave broadcast of
poetry readings; one of a series he conducted during the late
1930'S. Robert Lowell, then a student at Kenyon College, and
Dr. Merrill Moore were the other participants. At supper afterwards .the name of Edwin Arlington Robinson came into the conversation. Wheelwright detested Robinson's work quite as thoroughly as-he knew-I admired it. He turned on me (I was then
28 and the author of one book of poems) and said "You'll never,
get anywhere unless you get Robinson out of your system. After
all, nobody pays any attention to you:'
That sort of brutality was a small aspect of a quality in Wheelwright which was large and admirable. I have known nobody else
so selflessly devoted to the art of poetry; except E. A. Robinson;
and nobody so selflessly aware of and interested in the poetry of
other writers. It was the poetry-the art-that always mattered,
and never first of all the person. In this as in all his processes, intellectual principle was the dominant reality. Of course this
tended to make him oblivious of some simpler realities, as when
in his desire for criticism he kept a fatigued poet up half the night
listening to Wheelwright manuscripts until the visiting fireman
was actually ill. It could mat.e him high-handed as when, in Florence in 1923, he published an editorially wreckc::d version of
Hart Crane's "Faustus and Helen" in the magazine Secession and
had Crane screaming rape. Also it could set him for hours trying
to revise his younger friends' immature verse (I find I own a
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sample, his squiggly handwriting attempting change after change
to solidify a few overblown lines) . And it made him capable of
such observation as: "I think Horace Gregory is a better poet
than I," which is a rare remark for a poet to make about any other
living poet.
I have no recollection which poets, aside from a few of his contemporaries, Wheelwright admired. He inveighed against Archibald MacLeish on the grounds of political opinion and he called
T. S. Eliot a snob. Because of his piety he might have been expected to take part in the admiration of Gerard Manley Hopkins; he
did not. "I'll show you," he said to a group of us, "whatAHopkins
sounds like." Whereupon he made an interminable series of vomiting noises-retching sprung rhythm till we thought he'd never
stop.
At a reception given by Theodore Spencer for Allen Tate,
neither host nor guest of hon,or was overly astounded when
Wheelwright made from one end to the other of the room ~ slow
progress underneath the huge floor rug; nor was Wheelwright
perturbed when he emerged, dusted his clothes lightly, and
opened conversation with a group of speechless undergraduates.
This may have been about the time he was tossed out ofYaddo,
the literary colony. His offense there was preempting a bathroom
all day during which, comfortable in the tub, he had eaten bananas while contemplating a little black Buddha. Banana skins
all over the place. So he returned by train to Boston, getting into
trouble en route as usual, since he insisted on smoking in any car
he happened to be.
One of the newspaper obituaries said Wheelwright had been
expelled from the John Reed Club for al1eg~d divulgence of the
club secrets; another said he was expelled as a disorganizer, and
that then, in association with the wellknown Socialist Alfred
Baker Lewis, founded the Friends of the Rebel Arts. He was also
active in the 1920'/1 and 'go's in the New England Poetry Club.
Poetry clubs are: all alike. They are pathos on parade. They
)
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may and usually do enroll a few eminent poets and a few younger,
lively ones. But these, as in real life, are bound to be a marked
minority. The general odor of the poetry club is that of unadmitted mediocrity. Such clubs are founded on the ridiculous notion
that prayer is bettered by prayer-meetings; and nothing actually
is accomplished by them save the unhappy embarrassment of that
marked minority and the exhibitionism of the meagerly talented
and the untalented.
John Wheelwright, as y~u would. expect, was a gadfly amidst
the meetings of the New England Poetry Club. He was sarcastic
and different and faithful and divulgent to the point of disorganizing; probably he·thought of himself as a ~issionary. He was
not, however, expelled. On the contrary he was made Vice-President and permitted to write A History of the N.ew England Poetry Club, I9I5-Z93Z. This is a 51-page pamphlet which may be described as rare.
Eight years previously Abbie Farwell Brown had prepared a
much smaller pamphlet "Outline of History" of the Club, so we
may begin by contrasting the Brown and Wheelwright treatmentsof the same events. For instance, Miss Brown recorded that
in February 1916 at Miss Lowell's "·Mr. Untermeyer read his
Willow poem and some delightful parodies. Mrs. Untermeyer
read a gorgeous poem on 'Clothes' from her volume, 'Growing
Pains.' " Wheelwright tightens this to: "Mr. Untermeyer read
his 'Willow' poem and some parodies. Mrs. Untermeyer read a
poem on clothes."
Miss Brown has a chaste paragraph for February 8, 1917: "At
the first annual meeting for the election'of officers ... the following officers were chosen: .. ." etc. Wheelwright: "In February,
Josephine Peabody was elected President. The election was turbulent, and the rivalries between groups of ladies so bitter, that
the gentlemen finally withdrew to the University Club. It must
be remembered that the Free Verse Revolt was at this time at its
height, and we may ascribe the battle over the Presidency not so
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much to personal animus as to aesthetic principle. On the conservative side, the militants, led by Lilla Cabot Perry, desired
Josephine Peabody for President. On the other hand, Amy Lowell felt that were she not re-elected, poetic experiment would
seem to be repudiated by her fellow New Englanders. We freely
admit that these abstract principles descended to a deplorable
depth of personal incrimination.... Those who were present on
this occasion may refresh their memories from our hint that the
obesity of felines was publicly banded as a shuttlecock between
the contending criteria. 'You cats' were Miss Lowell's parting
words. 'Anyhow. we are not fat cats' were the last words. pointed
if inaccurate, which she was to hear from the society in many
years."
One more-Miss Brown as of February 14. 1923: " ... the Club
enjoyed a merry Valentine Party at Mrs. Perry's studio. About
fifty new valentines were read, addressed to the various members
and to other famous people: a love-feast." And Wheelwright:
"On St. Valentine's Day, the Club held a party at Mrs. Perry's
studio. Mr. Hillyer, the President. had not been present ~t the
Board meeting which determined the program for that event. On
being maliciously informed by Mr. Damon that Katha~ne Bates.
with the unanimous support of the Committee. had determined
that he, in the character of Cupid, should give two valentines to
every person present, [he] firmly declined to appear with that
deity's costume and attributes."
Whether filling in Miss Brown's "Outline" or carrying it
blithely on. Wheelwright prattled with color:
"~r. Daniel Hugh Verder was virtually legendary in his activities at Harvard. It is said that even in stern Conant Hall, he
could rouse business students from their couches with his query:
'Do you like poetry?' ana. notwithstanding their protests. would
redte his verses. He subsequently became a constant contributor
Poet Lore wa~ sold to Richard G,
to the Boston TratlSCript
The year was marked by increase
Badger, a sucker-snatcher,
of membership. although Edna Millay did not reply to our invita-
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tion, and Phelps Putnam declined on the score that poets are not
'fertilized by personal associations, but by chance, loneliness, or
liquor." Etc.
In John Heard Jr.'s biography Qf the Rev. John Wheelwright,
rebel divine of the 17th century and first member of the family
in America, the famed ancestor of the poet is characterized as
"Bold and upright ... tact and diplomacy were conspicuous by
their complete absence." The ancestor is hailed in one of the
poems as
John, founder of towns,-dweller in none;
Wheelwright, schismatic-schismatic from schismatics; ...
Saint, whos'e name and business 1 bear with me;
rebel New England's rebel against dominion; ...
His rebellion-the poet's-was expressed in print during the
mid-1930's in a little magazine he ran, Poems for a Dime. Its
copies were advertised as: "Three for two bits. Six for fifty cents.
Twelve for a buck." That sort of thing, and his sudden habit in
his poetry of contracting "them" to '''em,'' could have only a
Fauntleroyan air of toughness. Boys from Fay School and St.
George's and probably even from Harvard don't taik that way.
But those were the brave days of social protest in poetry-ghastly
productions were perpetrated in its name, but I'm not sure it.
wasn't a healthier era than our present of creeping conservatismand Wheelwright published his own and other's Leftish diatribes.
The magazine is one of the revealing, important documents of
American verse of that time.
So far as I know, Wheelwright did not pay for the publication
of his three books, but he substituted for underwriting a highly
active part in the production and sale of the books. Bruce
Humphries, Boston, ·.vas the publisher. Wheelwright's friend
Sherry Mangan, poet and novelist, designed and handset the first
two books in excellent taste; the third, though less impressive
typographically, was well designed by Wheelwright himself. And
it was he who circularized potential buyers for these books. I re-
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call that when the first, Rock and Shell, was issued, some of his
friends-or acquaintances-were annoyed by the direct approach
to buy. "That book ought to be called 'Shell Out the Rocks,' "
one Cantabridgean grumbled to me in the rain in Harvard yard.
None of t,he books is a collection, as most poets' are, of recent
best work. Each book, like each poem, is an architectural problem: Wheelwright sought to build a unit of expression; and so the
contents of each of the three are drawn from work written over a
couple of decades and more. Thus Political Self-Portrait describes
by title a very deliberate assemblage of poems; Mirrors of Venus
gathers thirty-five sonnets into a sequence on friendship; and
Rock and Shell is a spiritual-intellectual autobiography.
If a stranger to the poems took at least a curious glance at these
volumes he would perceive oddity~ Every poem bears a dedication to somebody and these, while frequently literary persons,
run all the way from Harold Laski and Leon Trotsky to the Harvard Class of 1920 and "my Saviour." The first and third volumes
,contain an "Argument" section of prose notes, careful commentaries on the poems; and in Mirrors of Venus each sonnet is faced
with such a notation and quite often carries, in addition, numerals doWn the page indicating the rhyme scheme.
All this is small matter save as it suggests an intense urge to
connect, almost a desperation to communicate. Time magazine,
a month after Wheelwright's death, referred to him as "one of
the most famous unheard-of poets in the U.S." Even more than
most poets nowadays, Wheelwright had to bring to bear great
energies not only to write his poetry but to get it published. Innate ,eccentricity and conscious rebelliousness combined to give
him a bravado of integrity; but it is not unlikely that this man,
going into his forties, was a lonely man who felt too much of the
time that he spoke his passions into the mindless wind.
There are many people who knew John Wheelwright more intimately than I and who could write more knowledgeably of him;

"
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and I am as aware that there are those better fitted to analyze his
poetry.- No real poetry gives itself at a glance, and all durable
poetry continually renews itself. But Wheelwright's is, after all,
as symbolic as Blake's, crankier than Emerson's or Dickinson's,
. and not less allusive than Hart Crane's. His verse is rarely beguiling and sometimes reader-resistant; yet the way in which he performed has interest per se. His poems are so compacted with
thought that the m~st of them would reward a line-by-line analysis. To undertake such examinations would require a thesis. At
this time, however, it should be worthwhile even to indicate
something of what he said and of how he said it.
All his books are probably unprocurable save at libraries. One
would like to urge the new reader to go first to the Selected Poems
with its admirable Note by Blackmur (and though it is a book of
only 26 pages, half the poems in it are not in the others), then
proceed to the three volumes, with particular care for Rock and
Shell, altogether the most distinguished.
I have gossiped at length about him as a "character" for there
is a direct relationship between his real self (finally to be found
in !tis work) and his time and place. What Dublin was to Joyce,
Boston was to Wheelwright. Boston was his backgroupd, his society, the point of reference where he tested his intellectual and
.spiritual findings. There was, as with Joyce, the inescapable tie
of belonging; there was, similarly, disdain for much of his city's
cultural past and a greater contempt for its present. His love
found expression in chastisem~nt.
In one of his Yentts sonnets he spoke of a desire "to lay a morbid culture's ghost:" It was one of his mildest remarks., This is
more typical:
• A History 01 American Poetry: 1900-194°, by Horace Gregory and Marya Zaturc:mka, contains several pages of useful discussion of Wheelwright's life and work,
but there hasn't been to my knowledge any other. Some remarks in R. P. Blackmur's
Language as Gesture are less essential than Blackmur's Note to Wheelwright'. Selected Poems (New DirectionJ I, J 941). Also, Wheelwright has been very infrequent.
ly anthologized.
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Our masks are gauze and screen our faces for those unlike us only,
Who are easily deceived. Pierce through these masks to our unhidden
tongue~

And watch us scold, scold with intellectual lust; scold
Ourselves, our foes, our friends; Europe, America, Boston; and all
that is not
Boston; till we reach a purity, fierce as the love of God;-Hate.
Hate, still fed by the shadowed source; but fallen, stagnant fallen;
Sunk low between thin channels; rises, rises; swells to burst
Its walls; and rolls out deep and wide. Hate rules our drowning
Race....

His note explains that this poem (of which I have given only
the opening lines) is "a rhapsody upon the type Bostonian, embodies in part the author's response to the case of Sacco and Vanzetti during the latter year of whose trial it was c~mposed. Yankee
Hate, whose shadowed source is individual predestination turned
secular, takes on corporate personality now and again in chauvinism; but is otherwise dominant only as it weakens separate selfish
minds."
Adjacent poems in Rock and Shell declare other facets. "Salvation Army Girl" exhibits a characteristic Wheelwright within
Wheelwright: he is intolerant of intolerance, he is also intolerant
of "tolerance" which is really indifference; he is also uncompromising. Fiercer stiII are his poem "To Wise Men on the Death of
a Fool" and his notes about it. This is a brilliant poem on the career and suicide of Harry Crosby, proper Bostonian gone expatriate, demi-poet, sun-worshipper, sensation-seeker.· A perfect foil
"for Wheelwright, Crosby, with a similar background, sought nonsensical solutions. Wheelwright's elegy takes care to put the benighted Crosby, in his place and at the same time put the men:antile-financial world against which Crosby rebelled in its p.ace.
If Crosby was "too eager to amaZe," let State Street know that
"His mad impiety is holier than your sane / Infidel doubt."
• See The Passionate Years, by Caresse Crosby: Exile's Return, by Malcolm Cowley;
Paris Was Our Mistress, b)' Samuel Putnam; Hart Crane, by Philip Horton; Crosby'sown journal. Shadows of tile Sun; et. al.
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Wheelwright's commentary on this poem caroms back to himself,
and so I shall quote part of it:
"... Crosby tried to live art rather than, even, to live for art
which is, as a profession, quite dangerous enough. His perilous
experiment farced life and verse. His mind suffered from impediments implanted there by the code of manners under which he
was reared. The mock society into which he was born lI~d emasculated him. It seeks to emasculate every male child. In the name
of all that is called wholesome it shields its young from an early
impact with the whole force of culture, that they may forever be
concerned only with destructive busying in stocks and bonds. or
at worst in publishing. But culture takes a terrible vengeance
upon its victims. Long and effectively has this mock society conducted itself by ignoring the fact that men's comprehension of
matters of the mind chiefly distinguishes them from women....
Now-a-days no one can claim to fame who does not at some point
war against the hostility to manhood which at all points presses
upon imaginative work. Harry Crosby died for this,"
There is Wheelwright, like his namesake-ancestor, "rebel New
England's rebel against dominion." Of dominion's essence are
the worlds of finance and matriarchy in a fixed society. Against
materialism, Wheelwright would oppose Christ. Against the
emasculation by a soften~d-up culture, he would oppose powerful creative art. He lived for this. All his work relates to these
bases. And if you accept his premises it is all utterly consistent.
He had one indecision. Political Self-Portrait reveals reiterant
doubt as to what culture a proletarian society would erect. It was
something he could not know. He could go only so far as the belief that "one can never be premature in arousing the masses to
their cultural duties and to the joy of living:' A gentleman's remark-but I don't see how he could honestly have escaped th~
tone. He was not sentimental.
He was a Christfan-pacifist-revolutionist. Since his proletarian
verse was grounded in a !eligious faith, this gave him an intellec-
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tual scheme and poetic symbols, and unlike a lot of his contemporaries he never misused poetry to the point of mere tract. Much
of his proletarian verse dates now as fatally as any and in that
way is as bad as most, but unlike most of its sort it has not become
uninteresting. There is too much going on in it.
One of the notes in Rock and Shell observes: "The uses of poetry are: to sound, to show, to teach. Whereas the first two of these
have lately undergone complex clarification, now the didactic, if
it is to assume its place with thein, must undergo proportionate
handling.... The main point is not what noise poetry makes, but
how it makes you think and act,-not what you make of it; but
what it makes of you:'
In the Selected Wheelwright, Blackmur says "It is always more
difficult to assent to a poet's music than to his will or his subject
matter; and rightly so, because, if any~hing, it is his music which
is new. Wheelwright made assent more difficult than usual because he was cranky about the basis of his meters. In a great deal
of his work he based the length and look of his lines upon equivalence of stresses. He held lines to be in balance, to continue or to
complete a pattern, if the major stresses came out even. The number of unstressed syllables did not count, but their cumulative
value did count.... At worst, his practice cost him his tune. But
for. the most part his ear had the luck to come within the common
ear of English speech."
Wheelwright used rhyme sparingly. He may have been suspicious of it as a convention. Sometimes he buried it uhobtrusively and sometimes, trying to freshen rhyme, he displayed it awkwardly; bu~ his larger and generally more important poems go
without it.
He had, in Blackmur's phrase, "a kind of naive or direct-eyed
shrewdness:' He tried .for exact observation and his poems are
tightly crammed, every word (ideally) counting. And, as you
must gather from my description of how he put each of his books
together, his poems interpenetrate. On this he came a cropper in
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Mirrors of Venus where he attempted to form "a novel in sonnets" from the scattered poems of almost a quarter-century. A
few of the numbers, as he termed them, are impressive when- excerpted from the sequence; but the book as a whole is annoyingly
contrived.
His grace of description might easily go unnoted within the
forcefulness of his larger purposes as poet. In a fine poem called
"Quick Curtain" there is this handling of puppet imagery:
Operators behind the ceiling
had tangled up the wires
and taut cords held our heads high.
I could not turn a quarter-circle
nor advance the requisite half-step
to lift my arms up, move them over
and drop my head on hers
with the abrupt simplicity of a doll ...
And there is in "Forty Days" with a leap to rhetoric a magnificent
passage describing the ascension of Christ. It begins:
The arms stretched as if for fiightthe five Scars glowedhis chest lifted as for breath,
and his heels, as if for dancing;
between, beneath his toes
the red clay clung and kissed them.The legs hung from the hips
a bell below the torse,
swung like a bell below the hips;
he lifted his chin in song.....
Nothing in the more ambitious of the revolutionist poems remains as authoritative as that. Such poems as "Footsteps" and
"Masque "Vith Clowns" (their choruses strip to red shirts and
shout: "Karl Marx has joined Knowledge with Power" and "Bewarel The final Revolution stirsl") seem overwrought and mere-
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tnciOUS. (Any reader interested in the extent of Wheelwright's
socialism will also be interested in the fact that in 1940 Wheelwright wrote of "Stalin's Red Fascism.")
How startlingly he could write may be seen in the poem beginning "Jump, Jesusl Jump. Up, do not stand for it"; how densely
he would write appears in any number of places where the rebel
against the overstuffed in poetry sometimes repels with the overcrowded.
Did Wheelwright make the error of believing that intellectuality has a great deal to do with poetry? I think that in his didacticism he was bound to. The emotional language of poetry is often
lackIng in his verse, or so understated by reason of an intent t,o
pack meaning that a necessary grace is missing. And this is not a
virtue. Yet, to a point, one comes to respect, even admire, his
crankiness-the kind he praised in "Mossy Marbles." It is, unadmitted, his own apologia. After a chill nod to the "minor singers"
of the "sobbing bow," Wheelwright proclaims:
... Pity the strong alone
Who seldom show their weakness,
Whose h~arts break with no sign
But withered lips and tresses,
Who know, if sounding chord
To all their thought were given,
If they trod out the wine
~nged for, from memory's presses,The dissonances, poured
Would sour their own heaven.
One thinks of Blake. Probably through his brother-in-IawDamon was a pioneer in explication of Blake-that complex poet
had a profound influence on Wheelwright. ~n Wheelwright the
symbols are deduced, not invented; or they are re-energized for
his particular purposes. He is clumsy as Blake is clumsy, but he
has not 'a comparable lyric skill (his descriptive skill is another
matter). Like Blake's his mind is so logical it sometimes seems
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perverse. And there is, also,<the to-hell-with-the-audience air in
the poems, which at worst is more than the usual difficulty of new
poetry; it is made up of references for which we require notes and
such poems. thereby, are nptso independent as poems should be.
lt is part of Wheelwrighfs integrity, of course, that he gave no
palm to halfway measures. He hounded Truth. Therefore the didactic note in all his poetry, his effort to objectify and dramatize.
The image is never for its own sake: sense must be made of it-a
thing said. His obituary poems on Hart Crane, Crosby, and Miss
Lowell say definitive things; like all his best poems, they survive
with a remarkable solidity. Where his tho~ght attained the vigor
of eloquence, neither matter nor manner damaged by the other,
he wrote poems which repeatedly reward attention and which
should give bim a yet unsuspected importance in the history of
Am«:rican poetry.
Out of that eccentric. individualism of which I have written, he
did in fact achieve, as Frank Merchant's "Elegy" declares, "unheard truths." He preached that poetry, love, and politics are
three friends, though his poems referring to human love refer to
it as incomplete or frustrate. He hated the dead hand, whether
past or present, and said that "habit is evil,-all habit, even
speech." Pity he thought "foreign to the love of truth," and observed that "his wrath is weak, whose rage can crack his heart."
He repeats a phrase-in separate po~ms-about "the double guns
of Word and Deed"; and, always the intellectual, he believed that
thought (the Word) preceded action-after that, "Deeds make
us." He drew from Liebknecht: "always the enemy is the foe at
home." Saints, he said, are first of all rebels; and. there r(mained a
deeply moral question, "how to bring others to good, who are not
so ourselves?"
So here we have a poet who embodied the political-social preoccupations of poetry in' the Depression eraand ~ prophecy of the
religious tum contemporary poetry was to take in the following
decades. In both he is much more solid than most of the political
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poets of his time and all the religious ones in ours. For he did not
adopt attitudes. They grew in him and forced his architecture
as person and poet. Now we have among poets passionate Anglicans who are also passionate for royalty and/or the private school;
and we have passionate Catholics who may once have been but
now can no longer be passionate Communists; we have converts
converted from something; and so on. All these wigglers would .
be consigned in Wheelwright's factual mythology to the side of
Satan and Cain, servers of "the Furies not the Muses." They serve
half-gods. And whether one "agrees with" Wheel~ight's doctrines is beside the point of his unique consistency. At no time in
his life or art did he confuse conviction with the absolutism of the
status quo. If now by accident he has become a sort of ancestor,
the descendants are by comparison a shallow lot; in part I think
because the ancestor, as so often happens, is not fully known.
~
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